Gathered beneath the tree of love,
Streams of mercy… Lay your burdens...
No more dying… Grace and pardon…
Sweet forgiveness… Joy and new hope…

A bilingual edition of “Beneath the Tree of Life” with English and Spanish is available separately from the publisher, G-5508.
[9] gather] beneath the tree of life; Root of

[9] gather] 'neath the tree of life; Root of

(Am⁷) (Em/G) (F) (C/E) (D⁷) (G⁷)
(Cm⁷) Gm/B Ab Eb/G F⁷ Bb⁷

wisdom, branch of peace, fruit of healing and release.

wisdom, peace, fruit of sweet release.

(Em⁷) (F) (Am⁷) (D⁷/Sus4)
(Gm⁷) Ab Cm7 FSus4
[Come and gather] beneath the tree of life.

[Come and gather] 'neath the tree of life.

[Come and gather] beneath the tree of life.

Verses Cantors/Section

1. Here we raise the saving cross of Jesus,
2. Flowing from this tree of grace and passion,
3. Come and drink the waters of salvation,
4. Here beneath the branches of your mercy,
5. Rooted in the rich earth of your Gospel,

(Am) (Gm7) (C7) (F)